P R O G R A M S OURCE I NTERNAT I O N A L
Presents

European Waterways:
Legends & History
from Amsterdam
to Vienna
This adventure in European History begins at Amsterdam with a Canal Tour of the city and a visit
to a Museum and Diamond Factory. Our river boat “The River Melody” will be your floating hotel
and dining room for this 15 day journey. We visit 23 cities and villages along the Rhine, Main and
Danube Rivers. The adventure was recorded in the High Definition television format with digital
sound which creates the feeling of actually being there.
The Lecture & Visual presentation relate to the History
& Legends of many villages and centuries old events
that occurred along the waterways. Walking tours and
visits to several cathedrals, castles, palaces, wineries in
caves, a brewery and prison, plus home visits are only a
few events in the adventure. We also visit the Hall of
Justice and Room 600 where the Nuremburg Trials were
held and the Parade grounds of the 3rd Reich. At historic
Heidelberg the Castle Fortress, the University tour,
meeting the Student Prince and a Wagon ride up to Old Rothemburg and the Christmas Museum
adds to the adventure. River cruising offers a spectacular view of the Danube Valley Grand Gorge.
It also makes it possible for convenient stops at the Weltenburg and Melk Abbeys. We will pass
through 66 locks on our way to Vienna, Austria.
The world’s largest Pipe Organ is in Passau, with 231 registers
and 17,964 pipes .We stay for the Organ Concert. When you
hear the organ sounds from St. Stephen’s Cathedral and other
Churches you will be amazed at the quality of sound due to the
number of pipes and size of the Nave. Our Musical adventure
continues at the City of Music, with a Vienna orchestra
performance at the Kursalon Concert Hall.
The Lecture and Visual presentation can be tailored
for a 1 ½ to 2 hour program with Q & A to follow.
Call Al or Dave Eicher at 248-333-2010. If you
would like more details or information on other
Lecture Tours in our Adventure Series, please check
our website www.program-source.com or email
al@program-source.com .

